
Development Tools and Infrastructure: 
Development Tools  

Development tools are a critical foundational piece for all nonprofits.  The big question is not, “do we 
need these tools?” rather, what tools should be invested in and what ROI should be expected from 
said investment. 

Before we look at a list of key Development Tools there needs to be an understanding of the 
complexity of nonprofits from a business/funding model perspective.  One reason why the nonprofit 
sector has not developed its own lexicon of funding models and a list of tools necessary is that 
running a nonprofit is generally more complicated than running a comparable size for-profit 
business. When a for-profit business finds a way to create value for a customer, it has generally 
found its source of revenue; the customer pays for the value. Not so for a non-profit 

Non-profits work in two “businesses”—one related to their program activities and the other related to 
raising charitable “subsidies.” 

What follows is primarily focused on the raising of charitable “subsidies” – money. 

A list of fundamental development tools includes the following: 

• Clear board job descriptions - as it relates to development 
• Donor tracking software 
• Influential Advisory Board (in the eyes of prospective donors)  
• Clear funding mission statement 
• Funding budget 
• Accurate funding strategies and event calendars 

  



Let’s take a look at each of these tools. 

Major Responsibilities of Board of Directors 
BoardSource, in their booklet "Ten Basic Responsibilities of Nonprofit Boards", itemize the 
following 10 responsibilities for nonprofit boards.   We want to focus on #5 and the need for a 
Development Subcommittee. 
 
1. Determine the Organization's Mission and Purpose 
2. Select the Executive 
3. Support the Executive and Review His or Her Performance 
4. Ensure Effective Organizational Planning 
5. Ensure Adequate Resources – Establish a Development Subcommittee 
 

Profile:   The Development Committee will provide strategic guidance on the activities of 
the development department, develop policies and procedures as needed and ensure 
financial goals are met. 

  Responsibilities: 

  Annual Plan 
The Development Committee will approve an Annual Development Plan based upon 
The Arc Minnesota’s Strategic Plan.  The committee will review the Development Plan 
quarterly to ensure the Development Department is on track to successfully meet the 
committee’s and organization’s goals for funding.  The Development Committee will also 
create course corrections as necessary. 
  
Ethical Conduct 
The Development Committee will ensure that The Arc Minnesota’s is meeting the 
development ethical standards as outlined by the Association of Fundraising 
Professionals.   
  
Identify Potential Partners and Donors 
With support from The Arc Minnesota staff, Development Committee members will hold 
responsibility for identifying potential partners and donors who will be able to support 
The Arc Minnesota.   
  
Solicitation and Cultivation 
Development Committee members will have a role in soliciting gifts and cultivating 
donors through activities which may include:  meeting with foundations, hand-written 
notes on solicitation letters, donor recognition activities and in-person solicitations. 
  
Support 
Development Committee members will make a meaningful contribution to The Arc 
Minnesota through the gift of time, a financial gift, in-kind contribution or through some 
other means 

 
6. Manage Resources Effectively 
7. Determine and Monitor the Organization's Products, Services and Programs 
8. Enhance the Organization's Public Image 
9. Serve as a Court of Appeal 
10. Assess Its Own Performance  



Donor Tracking Software 

It is amazing the number of nonprofits that begin operations and do not consider donor tracking 
software as a basic cost of doing business. 

Now, with that being said, the questions becomes, what software is right for us? 

Without making specific recommendations in this audit, suffice it to say, an Excel Spreadsheet is not 
a donor tracking software (DTS). 

The world of DTS runs the gambit from Black Baud Razors Edge to basic Cloud CRM systems.  
Based on the size of CCGI I certainly would NOT recommend Black Baud but I would also caution 
against jumping into a low cost CRM.  “FREE 99” can sometimes be very expensive in the long run. 

I encourage you to spend some time at Capterra’s website reviewing the different capabilities and 
prices of systems available.   

 

Common to most DTS systems are the following: 

Campaign management. Whether launching a single fundraising campaign or establishing an 
ongoing effort, this feature helps users create personalized, direct email and online marketing 
campaigns. These tools also measure the overall success of former and current campaigns, 
helping improve strategy over time. 
Custom fundraising solutions. The days of direct mail are not over. Nowadays, donors often 
vie for simple online donation forms and, in some cases, social media channels, to donate to 
their favorite causes. Donation software allows NPOs to manage donations from online and 
offline channels in a single system. There are also specific programs for on and offline giving 
like online fundraising software for nonprofits and online donation software. 
Donation and pledge management. These tools measure the effectiveness of a campaign by 
tracking donations and pledges made toward a particular campaign. These tools also calculate 
all inbound donations, whether from individuals, matched gifts, company donations, recurring 
contributions etc. 
Donor tools. Donor software tracks one-time and recurring donors, and organize donor 
information, with an ultimate goal of turning transactional donors into lifetime supporters. These 
features help organizations increase contacts and acquire new donors by looking at giving 
trends and assigning prospective supporters to specific campaigns. 
Reporting and analysis. Reporting and analysis features provide summaries for all donations, 
pledges and grants. These tools also measure donor retention and year-over-year fundraising 
performance so an organization can measure their success and develop strategies to improve 
efforts. 
Grant tracking and management. Some solutions provide features for nonprofits that monitor 
application statuses, proposals and awarded funds. Once an award is issued, these tools 
allocate the funds to their respective department. 
 

 

  



Influential Advisory Board (in the eyes of prospective donors) 

Understanding your donors and who they find influential is a starting point for recruiting Advisory 
Board Member.  For example, a youth sports organization working to use sports as a means to 
mentor youth would look to the sporting world for their Advisory Board. 

In the case of CCGI, you have a great start with Advisors who would appeal to solid Catholics, 
however, non-catholics interested in your mission may want to see Billy Graham or Focus on the 
family or another prominent non-catholic leader.  Also, who from the pop culture or political culture or 
business culture who has been known to have concern for things that are being dealt with via your 
mission.  

Clear funding mission statement 

This mission statement should express how you wish the organization to be funded and also answer 
the following 

What is needing funding? (General Operations/Capital Expenditure/Program Implimentation) 

How much is needed? 

In what time frame is the funding needed? 

What sources of funding are available to CCGI? Grants, Foundations, Individuals 
(Catholic/Protestant/Jewish)? 

Funding budget  

What resources and investments are needed to fulfill the Funding Mission Statement?  This could be 
broken down into each funding action so that each can then be analyzed for its NET value. 

An example would be a Dinner Event: 

• Hall Rental 
• Food 
• Open Bar 
• Keynote Speaker 
• Invitation Printing and Mailing 
• Follow-up activities 

Accurate funding strategies and event calendars  

This is really the nuts and bolts of a development plan and assist the entire organization with staying 
on track and applying funds to the different activities and events that will happen over the course of a 
year. 

Starting with the planned date for a Dinner Event, CCGI would work backwards on the calendar and 
mark dates for: 

• Recruiting Chairs for the events and Silent Auction Committee members 
• Securing the location 
• Securing the Menu 
• Design of Invite 
• Invite list finalized 
• Invite list mailed 
• RSVP handling 
• Event Committee sets agenda and flow for the dinner – Etc. 



Infrastructure 

Infrastructure is a mix of computers, phone systems, mailing operations, volunteers, and, most 
importantly, development staff. 

In this audit, we would like to focus on the volunteer and staff portion of your infrastructure. 

Volunteers – future donors and key players 

One category that needs to be tracked in the DTS (did I mention DTS?) are those people who are 
willing to donate their TIME.  Many Top Donors emerge from a nonprofits volunteer corp.  In our 
discussion on Moves Management we will discuss how the use of volunteers is a tremendous way of 
bringing PTD’s into a close relationship with your nonprofit. 

Uses: 

• Data Entry 
• Phone Answering/Calling 
• Mailings 
• Hosts at Events 
• Etc 

Development Staff  - Gateway to your nonprofits future – invest in them 

First and foremost there needs to be clear job description(s) for all staff.  However, in the 
development staff this is even more critical because of the many directions development personal 
get pulled.  Therefore, it is imperative for the Board to have a Development Subcommittee that both 
supports and reviews the work of the development staff. 

Many nonprofits ask their Executive Director to also be the Development Director.  This is usually 
due to limited resources needed for hiring.  It is a different situation when it come to a development 
director because they have the job of funding their position and the position of all at the nonprofit.  
What is generally needed is a donor(s) to fund that position for one or two years.  The Subcommittee 
would then work in support of the DD to make sure activities to fund the budget set forth by the 
board are happening and goals are being reached. 

Of course all of these development tools and infrastructure need to be viewed through the proper 
lens.  That lens is – What Funding Model(s) does our nonprofit most closely align with.  In the 
nonprofit world there are 10 Funding Models that all nonprofits fall into.  Some have crossover but 
most fall under one Model.  In the case of CCGI, I would say you fall under a combination of the 
National Nonprofit with local affiliates model and the Member Activated model. 

  



A national network of locally based operations – Model 

 
There are a number of nonprofits, such as Big Brothers Big Sisters of America, that have grown 
large by creating a national network of locally based operations. These organizations focus on 
issues, such as poor schools or children in need of adult role models that are important to local 
communities across the country, where government alone can’t solve the problem. Most of the 
money for programs is raised locally, often from individual or corporate donations and special 
events.  

Nonprofit leaders considering this model should ask themselves the following questions:  

• Does our cause address an issue that local leaders consider a high priority, and is this issue 
compelling in communities across the country? 

• Does expanding our organization into other communities fulfill our mission? 
• Can we replicate our model in other communities? 
• Are we committed to identifying and empowering high-performing leaders to run local branches of 

our organization in other communities? 

Member Activated 
There are some nonprofits, such as Saddleback Church, that rely on individual donations. These 
individuals (who are members of the nonprofit) donate money because the issue is integral to their 
everyday life and is something from which they draw a collective benefit. Nonprofits using the Member 
Motivator funding model do not create the rationale for group activity, but instead connect with 
members (and donors) by offering or supporting the activities that they already seek.  

Nonprofit leaders considering this model should ask themselves the following questions:  

• Will our members feel that the actions of the organization are directly benefiting them, even if the 
benefit is shared collectively? 

• Do we have the ability to involve and manage our members in fundraising activities? 
• Can we commit to staying in tune with, and faithful to, our core membership, even if it means 

turning down funding opportunities and not pursuing activities that fail to resonate with our 
members? 

  



Appendix: 

XYZ Nonprofit’s mission is to… 
 
For more information, please XYZ’s website at www.xyz.org. 
Position	
The Board will support the work of XYZ and provide mission-based leadership and strategic 
governance. While day-to-day operations are led by XYZ’s chief executive officer (CEO), the 
Board-CEO relationship is a partnership, and the appropriate involvement of the Board is both 
critical and expected. Specific Board Member responsibilities include: 
Leadership,	governance	and	oversight	

• Serving	as	a	trusted	advisor	to	the	CEO	as	s/he	develops	and	implements	XYZ’s	strategic	plan		
• Reviewing	outcomes	and	metrics	created	by	XYZ	for	evaluating	its	impact,	and	regularly	

measuring	its	performance	and	effectiveness	using	those	metrics;	reviewing	agenda	and	
supporting	materials	prior	to	board	and	committee	meetings		

• Approving	XYZ’s	annual	budget,	audit	reports,	and	material	business	decisions;	being	informed	
of,	and	meeting	all,	legal	and	fiduciary	responsibilities		

• Contributing	to	an	annual	performance	evaluation	of	the	CEO		
• Assisting	the	CEO	and	board	chair	in	identifying	and	recruiting	other	Board	Members		
• Partnering	with	the	CEO	and	other	board	members	to	ensure	that	board	resolutions	are	carried	

out		
• Serving	on	committees	or	task	forces	and	taking	on	special	assignments		
• Representing	XYZ	to	stakeholders;	acting	as	an	ambassador	for	the	organization		
• Ensuring	XYZ’s	commitment	to	a	diverse	board	and	staff	that	reflects	the	communities	XYZ	

serves	

Fundraising	
XYZ Board Members will consider XYZ a philanthropic priority and make annual gifts that 
reflect that priority. So that XYZ can credibly solicit contributions from foundations, 
organizations, and individuals, XYZ expects to have 100 percent of Board Members make an 
annual contribution that is commensurate with their capacity. 
Board	terms/participation	
XYZ’s Board Members will serve a three-year term to be eligible for re-appointment for one 
additional term. Board meetings will be held quarterly and committee meetings will be held in 
coordination with full board meetings. 
Qualifications	
This is an extraordinary opportunity for an individual who is passionate about XYZ’s mission 
and who has a track record of board leadership. Selected Board Members will have achieved 
leadership stature in business, government, philanthropy, or the nonprofit sector. His/her 
accomplishments will allow him/her to attract other well-qualified, high-performing Board 
Members. 
 
Ideal candidates will have the following qualifications: 



• Extensive	professional	experience	with	significant	executive	leadership	accomplishments	in	
business,	government,	philanthropy,	or	the	nonprofit	sector		

• A	commitment	to	and	understanding	of	XYZ’s	beneficiaries,	preferably	based	on	experience		
• Savvy	diplomatic	skills	and	a	natural	affinity	for	cultivating	relationships	and	persuading,	

convening,	facilitating,	and	building	consensus	among	diverse	individuals		
• Personal	qualities	of	integrity,	credibility,	and	a	passion	for	improving	the	lives	of	XYZ’s	

beneficiaries	

Service on XYZ’s Board of Directors is without remuneration, except for administrative support, 
travel, and accommodation costs in relation to Board Members’ duties. 
 


